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Abstract
This paper reports on HaL1'2, an Improved version

of HaLT <H-ardwood Lumber Ira1Iung Program) - a
computer program that provides training In lumber
grading. The newly added enhancements In HaL1'2
will provide tra1n1ng for both novice and e.xpeI1enced
hardwood lumber graders In accordance with National
Hardwood Lumber Assodatlon (NHlA) rules. HaL 1'2
is more accurate, easier to use, and can be used to
create boards that emphasize particular points of
study. It can also be used to grade actual boards for
evaluative use by Industry, academia, and the NH1.A
The feedback from these evaluations indicates HaLT2
to be accurate.

The complexity of National Hardwood Lwnber As-
sociation (NHLA) gtadlng roles I makes gtading skills

dJfDcult to acquire. The primary source of tra1ning is
a 14-week course offered by the NHlA in Memphis.
Tenn. Short courses (3 or 4 days) are also offered. but
these are not a1n1ed at producing lumber gtaders.
HaL~.3 was developed to assist 41 tra1n1ng lumber
gtaders. An advanced version of HaLT called HaLT2
was developed in response to conunents from users.
including industry. academia. and the NHlA.

The features ofHaLT2include:

1. HIgh resolution color graphics allowing color
encoding of nine types of defects: stain. checks. sound
lmots. unsound lmots. wane. pith. splits. holes. and
decay.

2. The abll1ty to zoom Into 4-foot sections of the
board to see greater detaJl. Because most boards are
much longer than they are wide. it 18 not possible to
fit a scaled version of the board on a PC screen and
show sufBdent deta11.

3. On-screen rulers are available to measure the
defects and board dimensions. These rulers are pro-
Vided In both the normal and expanded Views of a
board.

4. Consideration of both faces while grading a
board. which is a sign1ftcant advantage over other
grading programs. Grading o( both sides is essential
if the grading process is to be properly performed.

5. Mouse support. which greatly fac1l1tates its use.
6. A board editor allows the user to create a board

uSIng either the keyboard or the mouse. The mouse is
recommended because of its ease of use.

7. Boards are called up by the user In one of four
ways: sequentially; In random order (so that solution
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Figure 1. - The HalT maW1 menu.
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Figure 2. - Sequence of steps in creating a board file.

sequences are not memol1Zed); by serial position in
the me (1st. 10th. 16th. etc.); and by board identltlca-
Uon number or name.

8. Does not require pl1or lmowledge of the grade
of a board. Boards can be created by the editor (feature
6) or entered from data measured directly from real.
perfectly rectan~ boards. HaLT}. wt11 compute the
grade.

9. interactively shows the user how the grade of
the board was computed. The user is asked to estimate
the grade. HaLT}. indicates the actual grade If the
user's estimate is incorrect and proVides an option to
View the sequentlal InaJUler with which the correct
grade was computed.

10. Spede8 spedflc exceptions to the standard
rules may be entered.

HaLT2-proJram operation
HaLT}. requires an mM-pc or ffiM-compatible

computer with 640K of random access memory (RAM)
and an enhanced graphics adapter (EGA). The perfor-
mance of the program can be enhanced with an AT
class or better machine. a hard disk. mouse. and a
math coprocessor. although they are not essentlal to
program operation.

ln1tJa1ly. HaLT}. gives the user a choice of three
editing functions. one board processing function. and
a program exit (Fig. 1). The three editing functions
allow the creation of new boards in a me or the addition
or deletion of boards from an existing me. The process-
Ing function prompts the user to estimate the board
grade. then confirms or corrects the estimated grade.
and otTers the option to see a detailed explanation of
Ute steps leading to the correct grade. These options
are discussed in the following sections.

Creatine a board me
A board me can be created With data encoded from

real boards proVided the boards are perfect rectangles.
However. the user may also wish to create a sequence
of boards that emphasizes Spec1flC defects such as
knots. end spUts. or wane. Without a mouse. the data
to create the boards are entered in response to a sel1es
of prompts. With a mouse. board creation is much
faster as the board is simply drawn on the PC screen
and the coord1nates of the defects created are proVided
to the user.

FIgure 2 shows a sequence of operations leading to
the creation of a sample board with a mouse. In FIgure
2a. the lower left. comer of the board Is ftxed and the
remainder of the rectangle is generated automatically
according to the position of the cursor. The dimensions
of the board are shown at the bottom of the screen.
The user can click the mouse button when the board
dimensions are acceptable. The number of vertices of
a polygon enclosing a defect. the type of defect. and
the face on which it lJes are then selected as shown In
Ftgure 2b. The location and expanse of a defect require
the location of each of the vertices. which Is reduced
to a point-and-clJck operation. allowing for easy defect
creation (FIg. 2c). For long boards. the m1n1mum
dimension of a defect Is 1/3 Inch when entered with a
mouse. When constructing a board containtng defects
that are 1/4-inch or smaller. the keyboard must be
used.

Proce88tna a board me
The -Process a Board File- option Is the HaL n

traintng procedure. The user must first decide how a
board is to be selected from the board data file. The
choices are: sequentJally. randomly. by serial position
(I.e.. the lOth board in the disk file). or by board
identlflcation tag or number.

The tra1n1ng procedure begins by showing the user
a view of the entire board (F1g. 3). The defects on each
side are shown one face at a time and as many defects
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No.1 Common. and so on. As called for In paragraph
stx. of the NI-n.A rolesl. HaLT1.looks for the JD1njJDum
requirements for each grade.

The program first examines the length and width
of the board. If these meet the requirements of FAS.
then each face is evaluated. FIrst. pith is conSIdered.
Then. the edges are examined for wane. Next. the ends
are examined for spUts Rength and slope) and the
amount of clear-face matertal in one or two pieces.
Then. the face is examined for lmots or holes that
exceed in Inches one-third the 8M of the board. If a
defect is found that exceeds acceptable Umtts. the
analysts for FAS is terminated. If no such defect Is
found. the poorest face is then evaluated to determine
if it contains enough clear-face area cuttings of the
specifted sizes of no more than the allowable number
of grading cuttings.

If. for any reason. the board CaIUlot meet the FAS
requirements. Selects will be considered. Selects allow
narrower and shorter boards but are otherwise gener-
ally graded the same with respect to lmot and hole size.
pith. and the condition of the end of the board. The
reader is refen'ed to the NI-n.A Rule Book for exceptions

as can be listed In the space avaJlable are shown. The
user 18 then asked to calculate the surface measure
(SM) of the board and Is given three options that can
be viewed before spedfying the board feet of SM:
~'1e the other face, examine an expanded view, or
exit the program. The user can examine opposite faces
and expanded views as many times as desired. The
expanded view Is illustrated In F1gure 4. In the ex-
panded mode, the user may scan back and forth along
the length of the board or Oip the board to obtain any
additional1nformation. When the expanded v1ew1ng 18
tenninated. the user may again choose from the three
options or answer the prompted question on board
SM. If the answer Is correct, a message to that effect
appears. If the answer Is incorrect, the correct answer
and how the correct answer was calculated are given.

For boards whose SM does not compute to a whole
number (e.g., 10.5), HaLTJ follows a policy oftruncat-
1ng If the fractional part Is less than 0.5 (I.e., an SM of
10.2 Is treated as 10.0) and rounding up If the frac-
tional part Is greater than 0.5 (I.e., an SM of 10.6 Is
treated as 11.0). HaLTJ will use the lower value in the
spedal case where the SM Is exactly halfway between
two integers. Thus, 10.5 Is treated as 10.0. ThIs
procedure generally assures that the highest grade
possible is detemlined.

The user is next asked for the correct grade. Possi-
ble choices for grades are: FAS, Selects, No.1 Com-
mon, No. 2A Common, No. 3A Common, and Below
Grade. If the chosen answer 18 incorrect, the correct
answer Is given. Whether the choice 18 correct or
incorrect, the user has the option of either seeing how
the correct grading decision was made or continuing
on to the next board (FIg. 5).

How HaLT2 work.
Within l1m1tations, HaLTJ grades a board as a

human would. It looks for the highest possible grade
one grade at a time. If a board Isn't FAS, the program
considers Selects. If it Is not Selects, HaL TJ considers

Figure 4. - Expanded view of f18 board.
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eUm1nated from consideration. It is at this point that
two problems can occur haVing to do With 1) choosing
the grading face; and 2) detenn1n1ng what is allowable
on the back face.

In choosing the grading face. HaLTl first grades
each face Without regard to the other. The program
stops grading when the first solution is found that
meets the grade requirements for size and number of
cuttings. HaL Tl then compares the amount of surface
area from each solution and uses that face With the
smallest grading cutting(s) area as the poor or grading
face. This is s1m1lar to human grading except that
humans w1ll max1m1ze grading cutting areas before
companng. whereas HaL Tl compares m1n1mum or
first solution values. This could cause the wrong face
to be chosen as the grading face. Of course. this can
only occur when both faces grade the same.

Detenn1n1ng what is allowable on the back or
sound side of the grading cuttings is a different matter.
The basis of the standard hardwood lumber grades is
clear-face cuttings. The 1990 NHI.A Rule Book on
clear-face and sound cuttings contains the following
definitions:

Clear-face cutting: A cutting ha$g one clear face
(ordinary season checks ~ adniitted) and the
~rse Side sound as defined in Sound Cutting. The
clear face of the cu t:tfng shall be on the PO?r aide of
the board except when otherwise speciDed.
Sound cutting: A cutting ~ from rot. pith. shake
and wane. Texture Is not considered. It will admit
sound imots. bird pecks. stain. streaks or their
equJva1ent. seaaon checks not materia1ly impairing
the stre~ of a cuWng. pin. shot and spot WOrlD
holes. Other holes 1/4 Inch or larger ~ admitted
but shall be limited as CoUows: one 1/4 Inch in
average diameter in each cuWng of less than 12
units: two 1/4 Inch or one 1/2incn to each 12 units
and on one side only of a cutting. (A unit Is 12 8qUaIe
inches.)

Thus. a 1/4- or 1/2-inch hole (or unsound lmot or
bark pocket) can be allowed If it is on the back face
and If the size of a cutting in which it can be placed is
sufficiently large. Further. two or more of each in close
prox1m1ty to each other on the back face could also be
allowed If they could be placed in separate cuttings
according to the rule. Consideration to this degree of
subjectivity was beyond the scope of HaLTl.

In a test using the new USDA Forest Serv1c~
databanks.. it was decided to Ignore all the back fac~
1/4-inch defects and to include all back face 1/2-inch
defects. To be able to calculate all possible cutting8
and then try the 1/4-inch defects for best ftt would
require an excessive amount of time and computa-
tional resources. The 1/4-inch defect decision was
made. in part. because the databank Is accurate only
to the nearest 1/4 inch. Smaller defects such aa ahot
and pin worm holes are shown as 1/4 inch althouat'
theirstzeiscodedwith1n thedata.Th~ 1/2-tnch df';r~t
decision was made with the observaUon that. often.
such a defect comes through to the other face DJ\d
therefore is accounted for. Also recall that tht' board
is usually graded from the poor sld~ and It Ia on U\a.
side where one would expect to ftnd ant-race-only
1/2-inch defects.

roncem1ng wane. HaL n contains all wane roles and
their exceptions. If no excluding defects are found, the
program evaluates the board m the following order:
Selects With sound back, two clear-face cuttings of any
length that are the full Width of the board and contain
97 percent of the surface area ofboards that are 6 feet
through 12 feetm SM; and Selects With No.1 Common
back. If not a Selects, then the analysts ts begun again
with the m1nimum requirements for No.1 Common
becoming the standard of compartson. The process ts
repeated through 2A Common and 3A Common. If the
board Will not make the 3A Common grade. it ts
class16ed as Below. Grade.

The HaLn program detennines the grading cut-
tings surface area by looking for the longest (first) and
widest cuttings available that meet the m1nimum
required surface area for the grade. Sometimes the
program's cutting solution ts not one that a human
would produce. Humans Will usually grade Width first
and then length, part1cularlywhen full-Width cuttings
are available. This should be of no concern to the user.
HaLn simply illustrates one solution that works.
There may be several others that mclude more total
surface area. But the user should recall that each
grade defines only the poorest piece m the grade.
HaL n looks for the m1nimum surface area m the
fewest number of pieces possible.

WhengradingFAS, 1 foot at each end m the standard
length must contain at least 50 percent clear face wood
in no more than two pieces of any shape and an
additional 25 percent m any number of pieces of sound
wood. WhJle the human eye can easily see whether the
bOard conforms, a computer-derived solution would
be too time consuming. HaL n determines the area of
the defects m the first foot and calculates whether the
remainder meets the speciflcations. HaLn computes
the role Without consideration of the number of pieces
but only on the amount of clear area.

In actual grading, it ts possible to put any over-
length (hardwood lumber ts always graded based on
standard or whole foot lengths) on either end of the
board or to divide any overlength m any ratio between
the ends. This can be usefultf large grade-l1m1ting
defects occur on the ends. If they can be placed m any
overlength, they may be ignored. HaL n simply places
any overlength on the end With the greatest amount of
defective area.

How accurate are the grades of actual boards as
determined by HaL n? For the most part. the NHLA
rules are straightforward. Once all objectionable de-
fects have been identlfled and entered mto the data,
they will be accounted for m evaluating each face (side)
of a board. The poor face of the board Will be identlfted
and used to determine the amount of surface area m
the grading cuttings. The back (best) face of the board
Wtll be re-evaluated and allowable defects Will be

. Oaicl)eU. C.J.. J.K. Wledenbeck. and E.S. Walker. Forest Servtce

1~2 red oak lumber data banks. USDA Forat Serv.. Northeast-
ern Fo~.t Expt. Sta.. Pa1nceton. W. Va. (In p~tion for
pubUcation.)
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inch defects on the back side were ignored. Consider-
ing aU 1/ 2-inch defects on the back side caused seven
of the No.1 Common (1.5%) and four No.2 Common
(0.7%) boards to be misgraded. Thus. we feel con6.dent
in stating that HaL 1'2 grades boards with a 98 percent
rate of accuracy with respect to defects.

One word of caution 15 needed when grading actual
boards from encoded data. HaLn was designed pri-
marily as a tra1n1ng program using a small number of
defects. An increased number of defects results in a
non-linear increase in the number of cutting pennu-
tations. which drastically increases the time required
to detennine a solution.

Conclusion
This paper reports on the continued development

of a program (HaL 1'2) that provides tra1n1ng in the area
of hardwood lumber grading. Our tests have shown
HaL1'2 to be accurate and reasonably fast when the
number of defects on the board Is relatively small. An
increased number of defects. as expected. results in
an exponential growth of processing time. In its cur-
rent fonn. HaL1'2 can be used as a valuable tool by
novice and experienced graders. The abll1ty of a user
to conjure up a board without !mowing its grade is an
important asset of the program. This fac1l1ty can be
used to by out an 1nftn1te number of boards because
HaL1'2 does not require a priori !mowledge of the
board's grade.

For copies of the HaL1'2 program. contact Charles
w. McM1ll1n. c/o National Hardwood Lumber AsSOci-
ation. P.O. Box 34518. Memphis. TN 38184-0518.

A total of 384 FAS and Selects boards were exam-
inld. In no cue was a board placed In Utese high
If8de8 beeaUIe the 1/ 4-inch defects weI'eignored. The
YAfj boarda. of couree. were not affected by including
aU 1 /2. inch defects on the back face. If theywere. they
would not be FAS. Of the 185 Selects boards. there
were 43 With I /2-inch defects but none were adversely
affected. This was not swprtsU1g because Selects are
araded from the best face and there are three ways to
let a Selects board: sound back. 97 percent role. and
I Conunon back. In the last case. each face Is graded
Independently and Ute locations of the defects on Ute
I Conunon face are 1n'elevant. Of three hundred
8ixty-one 1 /2-inch defects in No.1 Conunon samples.
209 occuned on the grading face. Of eight hundred
eighteen 1 /2-inch defects in No. 2A Common samples.
488 occuned on Ute grading or poor face.

To-scale plots of 481 No.1 Common and 584 No.
2A Conunon red oak boards were compared With the
HaLT2 grading procedures. Thirty percent of the No.
1 Conunon and 20 percent of the No. 2A Common
havIng 1 /2-Inch defects on the back (or best) face (152
No.1 Conunon and 330 No. 2A Common boards) had
the grading surface area reduced but not sufficiently
to lower the grade. ThIs reduction had no effect as Ute
lumber grades are designed to identify only the poorest
piece in the grade. The rematntng 1/2-inch defects
were either covered by defects on the grading side or
were In areas that were too small to be considered for
grading cutting purposes.

In no case was a board misgraded because 1 /4-
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